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Introduction-- 

  The thesis research is informed by the quotidian, and provokes a reconsideration of               

what is overlooked. The resulting compositions reflect the intangible divinity and           

spirituality that are embedded in the mundane. It is riveting to see new interactions              

between people and objects, and between objects and objects. I am also curious about              

how viewers might participate in these modified relationships, and how such           

connections are formed.  

 
Research-- 

       Based on my methodology, the main goal is to resolve the ambivalence that exists               

in daily routines. On one hand, daily life secures our creature habits, but on the other                

hand it traps people into fixed orbits. My approaches to rethinking this topic are carried              

out through six groups of metal objects, which are based on random, domestic things              

that we encounter frequently. They are: plastic coffee cup lids, medicine cabinet sliders,             

light switches, grocery bags, scissors and bread clips. The reason I have chosen these              

as prototypes for my work is that they are part of my own daily routine. The making                 

procedure takes place while observing an every-day routine: first drawing the found            

objects and then fabricating these drawings in metal. All these pieces share visual and              

conceptual similarities in terms of repetition, motion, and reformation. My perspective is            
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informed by Asian philosophies, mainly Daoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism, in          

combination with such Western components as Albert Camus’ Myth of Sisyphus, the            

significance of still life paintings, and the importance of the making process.  

 
Role-changing-- 

I have been searching through ancient Chinese ways of thought for answers to the              

question of death ever since my grandmother was diagnosed with dementia. This left             

me with a huge fear of death which made me skeptical about life. Later on, by studying                 

with a teacher of Asian philosophy, I gradually understood that the three main thought              

systems (Daoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism) all point to one essential realization:           

we must live in the present moment. The routine of daily life is considered as               

role-changing in Confucianism. According to The Analects Of Confucius,  

Duke Jing of Qi asked Confucius about governing.  
Confucius responded, “Let the lord be a true lord, the ministers true ministers, the              
fathers true fathers, and the sons true sons.” The Duke replied, “Well put!             
Certainly, if the lord is not a true lord, the ministers not true ministers, the fathers                
not true fathers, and the sons not true sons, even if there is sufficient grain, will I                 
ever get to eat it? (Analects 12.11, Confucius, Analects, with Selections from            
Traditional Commentaries, Edward Slingerland, trans. (Indianapolis/Cambridge:      
Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 2003), 130.)  

 
In this conversation, Confucius indicates the importance of people’s differing social           

roles. Each role takes on significance under a particular circumstance. Simultaneously,           

the responsibilities that are generated by various roles affect the whole cycle of social              

life. When the ruler does not govern the country well, the citizens will suffer. When the                

ministers do not deal with their jobs, the system of bureaucracy will be in chaos. With a                 

son, the father has to be caring; likewise, the son will look after his father when he gets                  
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older. This philosophy certainly affects the way individuals experience daily routines.           

We are all distinct personalities who encounter new experiences. In other words, each             

moment of life is brand new as time moves forward. Consequently, the repetitive             

every-day routine is no longer insignificant. By paying attention to the present moment             

through this imaginative definition, the monotony can fade. Because each second has            

the potential to be momentous, therefore, I introduce found objects as the            

representations of this newly explained quotidian.  

 

     

 

  

Coffee Cup Lids, copper, 2018 

  

One example is Coffee Cup Lids, a stack of triangles that seem to be cut from a                  

quarter of a full circle, and another circular element from which a quarter is cut out. All                 

parts are skeletal structures formed from wire. A hint of a coffee cup lid is reflected in                 

the profiles of these triangles. The curved sides mimic the real profile of a plastic lid                

when it is sliced into quarters. The pile of stacked lids conveys the meaning of repetition                
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and the traces of time. Each time the cup is grasped, the user focuses on the moment,                 

echoing the idea of living in the present. The accumulation of such moments leads to 

the next scene one would encounter. The composition thus becomes a whole            

conversation instead of a monologue like the real object.  

     

Time and Formlessness -- 

Buddhism provides distinct perspectives on time and space. Generally, all beings in             

this world are constituted of four basic elements (Sanskrit: mahabhuta): earth, water,            

fire, and air. Each element serves certain functions: Earth maintains the balance of the              

environment, water moisturizes everything, fire transfers heat, and air supports all           

creatures. Human beings are aggregates of these four elements, which are not static             

but constantly moving and changing. The definition of a person in Buddhism includes             

not only Mahabhutas but also Skandhas, or the five aspects of clinging; these are what               

form and explain a sentient person and his or her personalities. They are: form (or               

matter or body, rupa), sensations (or feelings, received from form, vedana), perceptions            

(samjna), mental activity or formations (sankhara), and consciousness (vijnana)         

(Buswell and Lopez, 708). Other than the first of these which relates to form, all the                

other skandhas are spiritual phenomena or conditions. The essence of the universe lies             

in combinations of the four mahabhutas and the five skandhas; and it is formless.              

Skandhas are not able to act on their own but rather depend on cause and effect.  

There are also ksana, regarded as the smallest time units in Buddhism, comparable              

to seconds. The universe is composed of countless ksana, each divisible into more,             
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smaller ksana. Everything is constantly changing and floating in a ksana, or second.             

You are not the same person you were a second ago or going forward. Since people                

are all the outcomes of four great elements and five aggregates of clinging, and the               

essential properties of these are not permanent, the nature of human beings is surely              

unfixed. 

Sliders, copper, sterling silver, enamel, 2018 

  

A subgroup in my work that shares this quality is Sliders. These objects come from                

the rubber sliders attached to the mirror of a medicine cabinet in the bathroom. My               

interpretation occurs on their surface and context. Originally, the objects have concave            

indentations, but I have given convex extrusions to some in this group, leading viewers              

to wonder where they are from. Once viewers discover the source, they are led to think                

of a mirror and reflection. In one case, highly polished sliders rest between two              

enameled, puddle-like pieces, yielding hints that by jumping out of their fixed spots, the  
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Sliders, copper, sterling silver, enamel, 2018 

 

sliders become newly born pieces that create unexpected viewpoints. The composition           

becomes a reminder that the repeated image is not from the same source but rather               

from the aggregation of countless Ksana comprised of dynamic Mahabhutas and           

Skandhas. In another piece, the sliders are enameled onto a metal puddle. The cross              

shape they form provides a sense of ritual, which suggests the importance of viewers              

paying attention to the present moment as they confront themselves.    

 
The myth of Sisyphus-- 

We complain about our lives constantly. The monotony obliterates the passion we             

once had. What is left is the colorless daily routines that repeat over and over again. It                 

seems that hatred of this wretched condition becomes an excuse for ignoring our             
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immediate present. The melancholy of daily patterns torments people, as in the tragedy             

of Sisyphus. For punishment Sisyphus was forced to push a large rock up a steep hill,                

only to see it roll back down upon nearing the top. He is famous for pushing the rock                  

tirelessly for eternity. However, Albert Camus provides an opinion counter to the            

common interpretation of this story. In his book The Myth of Sisyphus, Camus writes: 

 
It is during that return, that pause, that Sisyphus interests me...That hour like a              

breathing space which returns as surely as his suffering, that is the hour of              
consciousness. At each of those moments when he leaves the heights and            
gradually sinks toward the lairs of the gods, he is superior to his fate. He is                
stronger than his rock...One always finds one’s burden again. The struggle itself            
toward the heights is enough to fill a man’s heart. One must imagine Sisyphus              
happy. (Camus,123) 

 

We can understand this to mean that       

Sisyphus was embracing his situation without      

thinking of past or future. His ‘futile labor’ is         

no longer hopeless once he contemplates the       

torment with consciousness; meanwhile, the     

punishment becomes invalid when he     

focuses only on his process. We can all be         

considered as modern-day Sisyphus. The     

endless working schedule has us living in a        

box. The daily routine occupies days and       

nights and the time is controlled by the clock         

hanging on the wall. But are we really just         
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doing the same work, or seeing the same view, as if nothing changes?  

The group of works making up Light Switch demonstrates the above idea in a unique                

way. Light switches could be seen as a metaphor for Sisyphus in that both are known                

for repetition. One of the pieces is a group of identical dimmers made out of sterling                

silver and mostly sliced into halves. The location of the cut gradually shifts from the left                

side on the second dimmer to the right side on the second-to-last dimmer. Black patina               

is only applied to half of each dimmer. The first and last dimmers are not cut in half, but                   

one is totally oxidized in black and the other retains the color of sterling silver. Visually,                 

these objects refer to the adjustment of light switches. When the meaning of this              

repetitive movement is profoundly considered, one gains insights into what were once            

dreary objects.  

 
Rhopography-- 
 
Rhopography is the depiction of those things which lack importance, the unassuming            

material base of life that ‘importance’ constantly overlooks. Megalography is the           
depiction of those things in the world which are great - the legends of the gods,                
the battles of heroes, the crises of history. The categories of these two words are               
intertwined. The concept of importance can arise only by separating itself from            
what it declares to be trivial and significant.  (Bryson, 61)  

 

In the history of painting, the genre of still life used to be ranked lowest in the                  

academy, whereas paintings depicting figures and landscapes were embraced as the           

most prestigious by the authorities. The archaic term “rhopography” describes paintings           

of dead insects, trivial objects, and leftover food, while megalography refers to paintings             

with sublime or grand subjects. Norman Bryson indicates that, ironically, the meaning of             
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these two words has always been interdependent. In his book Looking at the             

Overlooked, Bryson specifies one of the reasons why people deliberately shunned still            

life paintings. It is because people felt threatened by the humbleness suggested by             

things that are mundane. The depiction of still life reveals forms that do not vary much                

over long periods. Even jars have shapes pointing back to a long evolution in the               

cultures that made them. It is arguable that this unchangingness, this repetition, could             

even give rise to fear. Yet Bryson also points out that ‘familiarity is necessary to human                

beings since it creates an abiding world where one is naturally at ease and at home.                

Without that steadying hand of cultural memory, nothing in that world would be             

recognizable; it would lack all sense of being a place for human life carved out from                

matter by the previous generations’ (Bryson, 137-138). In other words, being           

rhopographic is the first step of being megalographic. 

The art historian    

George Kubler names   

the mundane objects   

appearing in still life    

‘prime objects.’ These   

are prototypes for   

series of artifacts,   

such as plates, bowls,    

jars and the rest    

(Kubler 71). I have applied this idea to my Bag series, thinking of the bag as a starting                  
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point for other objects involved in daily routines. No matter the type of bag, it ultimately                

has the function of transporting and containing; and is or once was a home for almost all                 

other objects. One of the pieces in this series is a quarter-thick copper sheet sawed into                

the shapes composing the bottom of a bag. Coincidently, these shapes also reference a              

folded envelope, which shares other characteristics with bags. The heavy gauge metal            

emits the fundamental aspect of a bag as well as imitating conceptually the form of               

bricks that complete a house. The second piece illustrates the top part of a bag,               

including the two handles. Instead of facing one another, these handles are attached             

pointing in opposite directions. The body of the bag becomes a round metal band rather               

than a rectangle with folding creases on its sides. In this way the formed metal handles                

look more like fences of a garden and the band becomes the wall of a house, which                 

endows the overall composition with a stronger sense of the domestic.  
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Reviewed By Mind--  

    In an interview, the stone carver Pellettieri mentions the importance of the making              

process: ‘We developed our brains through tool use, and understanding of           

materials--what to use for a rope to catch food, how to build a shelter. I think it is what                   

defined humans, material intelligence’ (Adamson, 47). I consider the making process as            

a ritual, and as a form of introspection that brings me close to my subject matter. The                 

time I spend completing a piece can incidentally also give clues to the composition. I               

explore this transformation by taking photos of my own daily routine, helping me             

discover the objects I am using. Randomly, I might select one object as the prototype               

for a new group of work to analyze. I then draw this object intuitively from various                

perspectives, distorting the original shape and combining this new thing with other            

elements, while retaining a hint of the original in the final composition. Lastly, I fabricate               

the drawn material in metal. The making procedure embodies my commitment to the             

beliefs I provide with this thesis and what result can act as catalysts for new               

conversations. Metal plays a significant role in my work as the complex process of              

fabricating a dimensional object from sheet metal challenges me, presenting difficulties           

and inviting breakthroughs.  Working with hard metal prompts me to rethink the            

monotony of routine. With each step of the process, the meaning accumulates gradually             

and provides mental space to study my subject almost as a religious practitioner would.  

The making process gives a presence to my pieces which spontaneously invites             

viewers to touch and reconstruct these artworks in their mind. A large collection of              

pieces based on explorations of scissor handles, are carved out of wax and             
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electroformed in copper. One handle of each pair is represented as a solid form, while               

the other retains its recognizable shape. Among these abstract handles some are            

carved realistically, but others appear arrested at different phases of the carving            

process. The latter leave room for viewers to witness the making, material            

transformation, and the processes of their creation based on their surface tool marks.             

These traces stimulate viewers to unconsciously engage their imaginations.         

Furthermore, the objects by their very forms suggest their function. Though half of these              

handles are solid blocks, the familiar shapes of the other half will lead people to touch                

them. The making process, when revealed, promises to enrich interactions between           

people and objects. 

 
Conclusion 
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The three specific themes I apply to my work are repetition, abstraction, and              

conversation. Repetition is a key point in daily life, frequently considered humdrum. But             

through this body of work, repetition stimulates trance, meditation, and devotion.           

Repeated elements reflect the symbolic time accumulated in the ignored beauty of our             

quotidian. As for abstraction, which appears in most of my compositions, it not only              

gives new form to the original objects, but also gives viewers the opportunity to rethink               

the overlooked. The last element, conversation, primarily refers to the incomplete           

stages of completion for each artwork. The resulting pieces generate a new connection             

with the work and their everyday references. It could arise from the tension between two               

parts, the affinities existing within a group, or a separation happening inside one piece.              

All produce new conversations that indicate unfamiliar aspects compared to the original            

objects. Conversions prompted by these pieces engender new approaches by which           

viewers engage them, whether at the gallery or later on.  

I hope that these artworks provide their viewers with opportunities for self-reflection,             

and that people might engage in a simultaneous process of reconsideration. These            

groups of work are for those who appreciate daily life, and for those who do not. People                 

who already have my point of view might be happy to see others adopt similar thoughts,                

and will also be able to read further meaning from the work. For people who struggle                

with repetition or are tortured by a “boring” life, my work may light up another pathway to                 

understanding the mundane. The ultimate goal of my thesis is to demonstrate access to              

realization and acknowledgment that metaphysics is contained and revealed in the           
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aesthetic of daily life, and to encourage my viewers to discover the neglected sincerity              

of the everyday cycle.  
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Light Switch, sterling silver, copper, 2019 

Bread Clip, copper, 2019 
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  Bread Clip, copper, 2019 

Scissors, sterling silver, 2019 
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Artist Statement 
 
 

Informed by quotidian acts, I create new objects that reconsider the overlooked.                       

While observing everyday routines, I draw, scale, skew, and extract, reconstructing these                       

object encounters and presenting them anew. Flipping a light switch, or exchanging paper                         

bags while shopping - I highlight/frame these simple, unconscious acts and accumulations                       

as reflections of profound and intangible spirituality embedded in the mundane. By                       

acknowledging these ordinary actions, I encourage viewers to identify the neglected                     

sincerity of our everyday cycle. The resulting compositions are catalysts of the new                         

conversation.  
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